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Introduction
This poster provides an overview of the methods used to
minimise mouse production through various techniques.
It will look at ways for scientists and technicians to
produce the required numbers of genetic models of
interest from fewer litters and reduce the overall
numbers of mice produced. The main techniques utilised
and described in this poster include: the use of a
database to see live breeding data; calculating number
of mice required for experiments; using punnet squares
to decide on best breeding pairs and pedigree charts to
record lines; the efficient use of cryo-preservation and
‘tick over’ protocols for minimally used lines and using
economic breeding life to maximise productivity of pairs.

Optimising breeding performance
at the Francis Crick Institute
The Francis Crick Institute is a newly opened institute,
with scientists and staff coming from multiple sites into
one building. Being a central London location, effective
use of space allocation is critical.

One of the measures that the Biological Research
Facility (BRF) is implementing is to have clear
information and guidelines on effective colony
management. We are providing various tools and
services that can assist the people responsible for
mouse colonies to plan their experiments and optimise
breeding performance:

– Providing information of basic colony management
and how to set up breeding schemes to fit in with
the economic breeding life of the mice.

– Cryopreservation of lines which are not needed live
on the shelf or as a safeguard in case anything
happens to a mouse colony (e.g. disease or failed
experiment).

– Breeding of communal lines which any user group
can use to minimise repeat colonies and reduce
genetic variation within the Institute.

– Workshop training is provided for user groups and
colony managers which provides practical advice on
how to estimate animal cohort size, carry out
statistical tests, experimental analysis, breeding
calculations and randomisation.

– Placing strains on ‘tick over’ when suitable and
providing assistance to help the colony managers
do this effectively.

– Providing an effective database so colony managers
can look at live breeding data and also call up
reports to allow them to check colony breeding data
and then request alterations to current breeding
pairs if needed.

– Using methods to optimise breeding such as
checking a female’s oestrus phase before placing in
a timed mating to increase the chances of
successful pairings. This has seen around an 80%
increase in successful timed matings within The
Francis Crick Institute breeding units.

These measures together with good communication
between the technician and researcher is helping to
optimise breeding within The Francis Crick Institute and
reduce cage and mouse numbers.

Considerations for breeding
animals

It is important to consider various factors when
choosing which mice to use for breeding and the
appropriate breeding strategy:

Relevant to all strains:

– Consider the economic breeding life of the mouse
which includes looking at the size, health, survival
rates, sex ratio of the litters produced and the ability
to nurture the litters in the female.
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– Is the strain free from unexpected abnormalities
and phenotypes?

– Correct genotype to give the best ratio of useful
litters.

– Correct temperament for breeding – were the
previous generations ‘good’ breeders?

– Do you want to have pairs or trios? Trios will
produce more mice but you may not know which
female is the mother of the litter.

Strain dependent:
– What background strain is the mouse? Some

background strains such as CD1 have larger litters
compared to C57Bl/6J mice.

– Is there an issue with the breeding of this strain?
Some Genetically Altered (GA) lines are known to be
sub-fertile when homozygous.

– Are there any phenotypes in this strain? Phenotypes
such as APC Min are health status dependent and
mice could get sick from 3-6 months of age. Do you
need to set up more breeders to compensate?

– Does the strain have Green Fluorescent Protein
(GFP) or similar incorporated? This will allow for
easier identification of the correct allele without
biopsies.

– Can your line become homozygous, increasing the
number of suitable mice per litter? Or is there a
lethal phenotype pertaining to the genotype?

– Do you have a low requirement of mice for your
experiment or will there be periods when your usage
is lower than at other times? Can it be put into a
‘tick over’ breeding strategy? Depending on what is
required, this can be based around number of mice,
age or the genotype of the animals.

Use of Mendelian genetics to set
up pairs
Observing the rules of Mendelian Genetics when
choosing mice for pairs, can help to generate more of
the required genotype mice in fewer litters. This can be
done with simple single allele strains or can be used for
multiple allele Genetically Altered (GA) lines:

(Het x Het x Het) x
(Het x Het x Het)
AaBbCc x AaBbCc

Figure 1. Table showing incidence of inheritance. (WT=
Wild Type, HET= heterozygous, HOM=Homozygous).

Figure 2. Table showing incidence of genotypes in triple
KO production.

Figure 3. Table showing increased incidence of triple
KO.

Figure 4. Table showing higher frequency of triple KO.

As you can see below (Figure 2) you only achieve a
1/64 chance of obtaining a triple KO but there are also
many potential genotypes which can be used for a
fur ther cross to increase triple knockout (KO)
generation.

In the second mating (Figure 3), if you cross any
combination of single KO, het, het with each other a
1/16 chance of the triple KO required is achieved.

If you crossed a double KO, het; you would increase
your chance of getting the triple KO to 1/4 with all
offspring being useful for further matings (Figure 4).

Breeding
Having a good database, where you can easily see all
the live breeding data makes colony management a lot
easier. The first step is to ensure that all users of the
database are correctly trained in its use. At The Francis
Crick Institute we provide training to all new starters
(both researchers and technicians).

Being able to see the following data will help plan
experiments as well as assess the current breeding
levels. Here are some data points which can help:

� number of pairs in each strain
� date of birth of offspring
� number of offspring each pair has had
� number of males and females in each litter
� number of days since pairing
� number of failed litters (if any)

Tech-2-Tech
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Good databases will have the ability to generate
reports which give you breeding statistics so you can
see how successful a strain is in regards to:

� litter size
� sex ratio
� time between litters
� pre-weaning loss
� this information will allow you to adjust the breeding

scheme accordingly

It is also a good way for you track individual mice back
to the founding pair, so the ability to pull up a pedigree
chart of breeders for that strain is an invaluable tool to
have on a database.

Figure 5. Example of pedigree chart. It shows a
founding breeder and all the breedings that have come
from this original mating.

Figure 6. Example of a pair and litter housed at The
Francis Crick Institute. The mice are displaying the
variant of the Tomato allele which gives them the
distinctive pink colouring.

Figure 7. Colony dashboard.

Figure 7 shows an example of what a colony dashboard
looks like on a database, the main features are:

� genotype variations and how many mice of each
there are

� how many breeding pairs the strain has
� any homozygous lethality related to specific alleles
� also any other notes or flags the strain may have

Calculating the number of mice/
matings needed
By calculating the number of mice needed before
starting any experiments, you can reduce the chance of
over/under breeding. Some experiments will have
special requirements, such as only needing male mice,
etc. This will need to be taken into consideration when
designing your experiment. There are many different
tools online which can help with planning cohort size.

Two examples are:

Experimental Design Assistant – Found on the NC3Rs
website. This is a free online tool which is designed to
help researchers ensure they use the minimum number
of animals for their specific objectives:
https://www.nc3rs.org.uk/experimental-design-
assistant-eda

Breeding Colony Size Planning Worksheet – The
Jackson Laboratory have a worksheet you can
download which uses a calculation to help you decide
how many pairs you need to set up and how many mice
you will need for it: https://www.jax.org/jax-mice-and-
s e r v i c e s / c u s t o m e r - s u p p o r t / t e c h n i c a l -
suppor t/breeding-and-husbandr y-suppor t/colony-
planning

Cryopreservation
Cryopreservation in regards to laboratory animals is
the process of freezing genetic information for a
particular strain which can then be used in the future
to re-derive when needed. This is useful if a strain is
not going to be used for a long time; it can be
cryopreserved and then the live animals can be
removed from the shelf. The strain can then be brought
back when required. It is also good to freeze strains
even if they are still needed live on the shelf, so there
is always a back-up if something happens to the colony.

Why is it important?
At The Francis Crick Institute we are trying to reduce
the number of mice produced, using the methods
featured on this poster. It is not only ethical to try and
reduce overall mouse numbers but also helps when
working to set total cage allowances within the BRF.

– This is an industry wide issue, in 2016, 1.65 million
GA mice were created but were not used in further
experiments.
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Abstract
The practice of continually breeding lines to maintain
them as a live resource either in-between studies or
indefinitely “just in case” is common practice in many
animal facilities. This process of “ticking over” colonies
has historically occurred due to the unavailability or
unreliability of archiving services, coupled to the
economic cost associated with the processes. The
advent of reliable sperm cryopreservation and
associated recovery processes has now eliminated
most reasons to not archive lines.

The appointment of the Manager of Embryology
Services within King’s College London (KCL) Biological
Services, coupled with the technical support by the
Animal Technologists, has permitted rapid and efficient
archiving which in turn has led to the substantial
reduction in “tick-over” colonies. Between September
2015 and October 2017 various subsidy incentives
were offered to research groups resulting in over 350
lines being cryopreserved with 97 removed as a live
resource. This is a significant ethical refinement as it is
estimated to have prevented the breeding of an
additional 4,000 mice per year. Other benefits include
releasing of cage space for scientific research and the
accommodation of new mouse lines.

The culture throughout small laboratory animal
establishments to maintain tick-over colonies has been
successfully challenged by centrally subsidised and
targeted archiving throughout KCL Biological Services
Units (BSUs), which has in turn facilitated further
scientific work. Ethically and financially incentivised
archiving is a noteworthy indication of our commitment
to implementing the 3Rs across King’s College London.

Key words
Mouse, cryopreservation, 3Rs, tick-over, animal welfare.

Introduction
Genetically altered (GA) mice are an important model
organism with valuable mutations being created each
year. In 2016 the Home Office statistics1 showed that
1,650,514 mice were returned under creation and
breeding of GA animals not used in experimental
procedures.

It has been common practice for genetically altered
mice to be maintained as a live resource, partly due to
archiving costs and associated efficiencies but also
due to poor colony management. The process of ticking
over colonies indefinitely is now unnecessary.

The process of indefinite tick-over colonies is poor
practice for many reasons:

1. Unnecessary production and killing of animals – the
process of ticking over colonies is unethical as
animals are produced without being used for
scientific purposes.

2. Financially costly – long-term holding of even small
numbers of mice is costly compared to
cryopreservation of a colony.

3. Poor genetic integrity – maintaining small closed
colonies speeds up genetic drift and the likelihood
of fixing new random mutations in a population of
mice.

4. Poor Culture of Care – culling animals which are a
result of tick-over colonies is incredibly stressful to
all personnel. Reducing the instances improves
morale of staff which in turn improves the culture
of care within an establishment. Tick-over colonies
also indicate a lack of awareness within good
colony management practice.

Reducing tick-over colonies has a number of benefits,
including but not limited to; 3Rs reducing the number
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– It is the responsibility of anyone conducting
research with animals that they do so in a manner
that is ethical and follows all current legislation and
local policies.

– As part of the 3Rs; by optimising your breeding
schemes you can reduce the overall number of
animals produced.

– By reducing the number of animals, you reduce
wastage in terms of actual cost, resources and
labour.

– It is also important that by refining your breeding
schemes, you are also reducing cage counts which
can be a critical factor within animal units.
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